The purpose of our work is to detect the target human concerned in video. For security considerations, event detection in video has potential economic and social needs. Human concerned object detecting is very helpful for event detection. In some emergency or special events, people will focus on specific object. We need locate human body and face, detect the sight direction, and determine the object they are looking. Firstly, we divide video into several clips which have same scales, according to weight to segment or merge clips. After video segmentation, we can get some region. What is the concerned object(region) for the people in video? So we need to detect the human and face. We use HOG feature and SVM to classify human with different pose, and detect them out. On this basis, face detection and tracking is performed. We apply yaw and pitch angle to present sight direction, in line with the weight of sight to determine human concerned region. For the complex scenes, we do an articulation judgment and give up the irrelevant background, and highlight the prospects. Experiments show that our method not only applicable to simple scenes, but also complex background scenes, and shows clear and accurate result.
Introduction
When we watch NBA or World Cup, our eyes will chase the ball running through the whole course. As a professional player, what he concerns is the ball without a doubt, as well as every player (as Fig. 1 ). We can understand their concern point, because we are same species and have the same psychology. If computers deal with this video, how do they judge eyeline of players? Do they have the special ability to understand?
The answer is no. As a new technology, computers have no way to understand human intelligence initiatively. They need help to learn how to response and judge like the human, and that is called artificial intelligence. As showed in Fig.1 , if computer can detect where Barnes and Odom are looking, and compute the intersection of their eyelines, it have found the object they concerned.
In the past, our subject of research is where human looking, it is to find saliency point of audience attention. In a video, we generally concern about the characters, especially face and gaze direction. Most saliency method considers about bottom-up image semantics, but ignores the opposite direction. Tilke Judd et al. consider this problem (Judd, et al., 2009) ; they collected the focus of viewers, and create a database to train a saliency model of top-down, test the model to get a better saliency result (as Fig.2 ). From the first image, we can see that the face (whether children£adult ,or old man) have been slashed with a circle. As the same, saliency text also has been circled clearly. In addition to this, computer can predict Observers Task (Kanan, et al., 2014) , using a multi-fixation pattern analysis method. For saliency problem, computer need to analysis simple innate biases, and translate it to complex visual concepts (Ullman, et al., 2012) . In this process, computer can learn a model to detect human hands and gaze direction. In the model, observers can really see hands movement and gaze direction, rather than merely by studying in the image. So through this model, computer can learn meaningful concepts.
The objective of this paper is to detect human concerned target in video. The first task is to segment video (Xu, et al., 2012) (Chen and Corso, 2011) , from so many frames, select out more representative ones. Next, if we want to estimate where Kobe is looking, detect out his body and estimate his pose is essential (Rodriguez and Shah, 2007; Ferrari, et al., 2008; Yang and Ramanan, 2013) . That is human detection. In order to determine gaze direction of all players, it is necessary to detect out their face and tracking face location (Jin, et al., 2012) (Wang, et al., 2013) . Sighting Direction can be obtained in (Jimenez, et al., 2011) . In every frame, we will compute the interaction of everyones sighting direction. We will set a maximum weight in the main sighting direction; the other directions is cosine of angle between this direction and main direction. Then we will carry out image segmentation, the area which has the biggest average weight is the target human concerned. Fig. 1 Play basketball. In these figures, every player has a same target, and it is basketball. Fig. 2 The results of saliency detection. In the first figure, the saliency object is human body; and the second is face; the saliency object of the last one is text.
Related works
Video segment. Streaming hierarchical is a novel technology of video segmentation (Xu, et al., 2012) . This algorithm is proposed, because the existing methods need more memory to store voxels. Its main idea is to process each frame only once and does not change the segmentation of previous frame. With this framework, we can implement segmentation algorithm based on hierarchical. We also can use a video graph-shifts (VGS)algorithm to deal with multi-class video-object segmentation (Chen and Corso, 2011) . It can be use to minimize MRF energy of multiple video object segmentation and can deal with the uncertainties of the exact inter-frame pixel correspondence issues. Dynamic time link initialization can balance speed and accuracy flexible and automatic corrects every label change in energy minimization process. The experiment proved that VGS has larger effect for dealing with temporally inconsistent segmentation. Video segment can also use some image decomposition technology (Shao, et al., 2015) . Sometimes interaction method can be used to segment (Li, et al., 2015) .
Human detection. Human detection can use edge and gradient feature sets, but if we combine histograms of oriented (HOG) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) , the experiment effect will be better. If we want to find out human from crowed scenes, there is a method to solve this problem (Rodriguez and Shah, 2007) . Firstly, we should learn a set of data of humans posture, and do a codebook for their local shape distribution. Next, according to this codebook, we vote for the local posture of human. Lastly, we take the posture as our target which has a maxima repetition rate with the data of codebook, and carry out segmentation. Then we renew the existing data, and continue to segment. In the society of radio signal, whether this feature can be use to human detection (Mrazoval, et al., 2012) ? Yes, it can. The radio signal can be interfered by humans shadow. If signal is affected, that is to say that exist a human. This method can be use to the intelligent residential energy management. Such a method can improve interactions in our home systems and reduce cost.
Face detection. Zhu proposed a unified model (Zhu and Ramanan, 2012) for face detection. It models each facial landmark and uses global mixtures to update topological change. Experiment shows that this method is surprisingly effective. We can also use a method, it do object detection with discriminatively trained part-based model. We describe an object detection system (Felzenszwalb, et al., 2010) , this system uses a latent SVM which mining hard negative example with formalism. This system can detect variable object classes highly, and achieve a better result in the PASCAL object detection challenges. We can also detect humans head, face and eye that are moving. We use motion segmentation to examine differences of moving persons face, and detect edge lines and restoration to find peoples face (Kang, et al., 2014) . In addition to this, we adopt K-means to find head region and eye tracking to locate eyes. We use three hidden Moakov models (HMMs) to detect head nod.
Object tracking. There are many frames in a video segmentation. When we have detected human body and face in one frame, we must track it in others frames. The original target tracking may appear the phenomenon of losing frames or drift (Beralaz, et al., 2011; Babenko, et al., 2011; Bao, et al., 2012) . How to solve these problems? We can use K-Shortest paths optimization to create a correct trajectory based on its previous and follow frames. The speed of this algorithm is fast. For the drift phenomenon, we can use multiple instances learning (MIL) to avoid this problem. This method presents a new online MIL algorithm to track object and achieves a superior result with real-time performance. If we consider camera path, we will get better tracking object effect (Zhang, et al., 2015) .
Sighting direction. We can use sight direction to judge whether two people are looking each other. We find out intersection of gaze area in 2D, in this method, we just need to define 2 directions (right and left), and set left as 1, right is -1. We create two gaze areas and a function to judge whether their sight is intersection (Marin-Jimenez, et al., 2011) . This method has a disadvantage, because of its limit of direction. It is only in view of two directions and ignore other directions. So we have to use a reform method, which is a geometric constraint in 2D. This method contains 2 attributes yaw and pitch angles. In this method, if person are on the left and right, their yaw and pitch angle is 180 degrees and the pitch vectors is similar to humans head, we can say that they are looking each other by an equation. We also have a most complex method in 3D space. We can represent the persons gaze area as a volume. In the volume, there is a main direction of humans sight and presented by yaw and pitch angle. The other directions in the volume are the split vision. If the circle represent head of A is in the volume of B, indicating that B is watching A, otherwise is not.
Detecting human concerned

Video segment
The original segment algorithm is based on pixel. Initially, a graph is consisted of the entire image; every pixel has its own region p. Usually if the weight of edge between two pixel regions is smaller than internal variation, the two regions will be merged. Because of original method is based on a pixel, so the internal variation is zero. Only edges of zero weight is zero, that can create a merge. But here, we do not use the original algorithm; we complete video segmentation through a region-based method, which is clip-based processing and streaming mode. It is an improved algorithm which has good scales and maintains temporal coherence, without processing the entire volume at once. Here, the third dimension is time.
Firstly, we need to divide video into several clips which have same scales. Each clip involves n frames (here, n=25). To keep the temporal coherence, we do an overlap from clip i+1 to clip i. After constructing the 3D graph for clip i+1, we can compute the edge weight by the follow equation:
Where,β ∈ [0, 1] , β = 0 is the weight of first frame in the overlap,β = 1 is the weight of last frame in the overlap, and linear in between. R i (p) is the region id from clip i to every voxel p in the overlap(Here, voxel has 3 dimensions, which are x, y, and time ). From above equation, we can come to a conclusion that the edge weight of same region is zero and otherwise is high value. So for the first frame of overlap, clip i+1 can merge with clip i; while for the last frame, will create diverge. This bring out temporally inconsistent. Therefore, we can segment each clip independently to keep temporally consistent.
Secondly, if we do not need hierarchical segmentation, we can segment videos of arbitrary length in a streaming fashion. We just need to save the last segmentation in the overlap region.
Human detection
Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) is an effective feature, and SVM is a better classify method. In future work, we will consider introducting local pixel patterns for human detection (Huang, et al., 2015) . So here, we combine HOG and SVM to detect human. The Fig.3 is human detection system. HOG extraction. Firstly, we convert an image to grayscale image and take gamma correction method to normalize the color space for input image. Secondly, we will compute gradient of every pixel which includes gradient magnitude and direction.
Where, G(x, y) is the magnitude, and α(x, y) is direction.
Where,G x (x, y),G y (x, y),H(x, y) is respectively horizontal gradient, vertical gradient and pixel value of pixel (x,y). Thirdly, we divide image into small cells (6*6 pixel/ cell) and statistic HOG of every cell. And then, combine several cells into a block (3*3 cell / block). We cascade all features of cells and obtained HOG descriptor of block. As the same as above, all features of blocks are cascaded, we can obtain the HOG descriptor of human.
SVM classifier. The HOG is a high dimensional feature, SVM exhibits unique advantage in solving the pattern recognition which is high dimensional and nonlinear. So we apply SVM to train our human classifier. The SVM optimal classification surface function is that:
Where,k(x i · x) is a linear kernel function.
Face detection
After human detection, we should detect humans face. Adaboost is a successful algorithm of face detection. The algorithm is characterized by slow training and testing fast. Adaboost is an iterative algorithm, it trains different weak classifiers with different characteristics based on a same database, and then combine these weak classifiers to promote to a strong classifier with stronger ability. Algorithm can be achieved through the changing of data distribution, and according to correctness of samples which are collected by weak classifier and the overall classification accuracy in the last time to adjust the weight, reduce the weight of right classification samples and improve the weight of wrong classification samples. We take new data set whose weight was modified as the training set of lower classifier, and through a series of iteration to obtain the corresponding weak classifier. We fuse the weak classifiers to obtain a final strong classifier.
Next are the concrete steps:
Step1: Calculate the similar Haar feature quickly using integral image. Integral image takes the pixel sum of rectangle region which is formed from top left corner to bottom right as an array and resave it in the ram. When we want to compute pixels sum of some region, we can cite pixels in array and do not need to recompute the pixel value of this region.
Therefore, for any pixel P(x,y) of region, the integral image ii(x,y) is sum of pixels belong the top left region. It is computed by follow equation:
Where, i(
Step2: Applying adaboost algorithm to promote weak classifier to strong classifier.
In the beginning of training, the weight of each sample is same. We train a weak classifier each time, and make the rate of mistake be smallest with the distribution of weight. After training, we will increase the weight of error classifier sample and reduce the weight of correct, construct a new training set and take more care of error classifier sample. At the end, we combine the best weak classifier to form a strong classifier. The compute process is as follow: 1) Give a training sample set including positive samples and negative samples.
2) Initialize weight of sample.
3) For t=1.T Sample weights distribute regulation:
For the j-th feature, training weak classifier Ki, j (x i ) under the given weight, the error rate of weak classifier is:
Select the weak classifier Ki, j (x i ) which has the smallest error rate. Update sample weight according to the best weak classifier:
Where,β t = e t 1−e t , e i = 0 represents correct classifier and e i = 1 represents wrong classifier. 4) The final strong classifier: If e t ≤ 1/2, then β t ≤ 1, that means weight of correct classifier is smaller, the α t is larger.
Step3: Combining strong classifiers to cascade classifier for face detection.
In the head of cascade classifier, we use the strong classifier which contains little weak classifier to remove non human window. Behind of it, we use strong classifier to improve detection precision. Because of non human widows having been removed in the head, we need more and more litter widows, and improve precision of detection. In this process, muti-cascade classifier is a vestigial decision tree. When we detect the last level strong classifier, if the result of classification is false, the window will be set as non human. Else, the window will be passed to next level strong classifier and until the final strong classifier. This method accelerates the speed of detection. The Fig.4 is the result of face detection using adaboost model. Fig. 4 Face detection. Here, human face is detected with a strong classifier-Adaboost. Firstly, extracting Harr feature from training sets and obtain many weak classifiers. Secondly, cascading these weak ones to Adaboost. Thirdly, face recognition.
Face tracking
In video, we need to track the human face. Here, we use a target tracking method based on sparse representation. We use the particle filter framework, taking advantage of the sparse representation to assign weight of particle, and the weight of particles can be simplified to the likelihood probability. A particle with maximum likelihood probability is real time tracking results. The particle filter framework contains two steps which are prediction and update.
Firstly, in the step of prediction, we according to the last frame to update the target in this time:
Where,x t is the target state in t. y t is the frame in t .y 0:t is all of the frames from 0 to t. p(x t |x t−1 ) describes the transformation among the target state between adjacent time, we call it transition distribution. Secondly, in this moment, we use y t to update the posterior probability p(x t |y 0:t ) :
p(x t |y 0:t ) = p(y t |x t )P(x t |y 0:t−1 ) P(y t |y 0:t−1 )
Where,p(y t |x t ) describe the likelihood probability. The weight of particle can be simplified likelihood probability: w i t = p(y t |x i t ) . Where,1 ≤ i ≤ N , N is the number of particle.
We need to extraction brightness feature of N particles, and compare them with target template. The particle most similar to target template is the target region. So, target template y can be sparse represented by candidate target:
Where,α is the coefficient vector of linear expression. It can be achieved by L 1 norm minimum. calculating the probability of accurate detection. At the end, applying this probability to update the posterior probability, and obtaining the real tracking results.
Gaze direction
Here, from the Fig.6 , we can see that dl (the blue line) is main sight direction, the circle is head. The green line is the border of humans sight volumes. We compute humans sight direction through two attributes, yaw (α ) and pitch (θ ) which are the head pose angles. Because of the method of computing is the same, so we just compute the yaw. We use Gaussian Process to train a head pose regressor, and it is the process of find a function, α = f (g (H) ) , where α ≈ α , g(H) is the feature vector of H (here, we use HOG as the head descriptor g). H is the window centred on a head, which is N × N . Here, we set N=50.
The first compute process of α is to train a head pose regressor f (g(H)).Where f (x) is a stochastic function of g(H). Mean and covariance are easy to compute, and Gaussian Process of g(H) can be obtained.
The set of training data is ξ = {g(H) i , α i } , it belongs to Data set in Sect.4.1. where g(H) i is the HOG descriptor of i-th training sample and α i is the yaw angle of the sample. Here, we used GPML 3.1 library website to learn the parameter of GP repressor. Once we get GP repressor, we will get α, as well as θ. In this process, GP repression has a good performance, and the correct rate is better than 75 percent and 89 percent for yaw and pitch.
We select Gaussian Process because of its advantage. It has a flexible adaptation for any distribution of data because it is a non-parametric model, and it can return both the mean output and variance. Fig. 6 Sight direction. The circle is human head, green line is the border of sight region, blue line is main sight direction. The red dotted line is reference direction, and θ is the head pose angle. Here, Gaussian process is used to train a head pose regressor.
Concerned object detection
According to our daily life experience, when we are looking an object, the surrounding things will be ignored and become fuzzy. Therefore, the principle of this phenomenon is similar as the theory of human eye forming image. In our eyes, we all know that if an object we have saw can not focus on our retina, the object is fuzzy. Here, we use a function, called point spread function (PSF).
In the optical imaging system, the input image information transports to human retina through our pupil. And the pupil is transfer characteristic. A point will become a spread area when it transports to pupil, and it will be focused as a point on the retina. This is the deal state of optical system as shown in Fig.7 . Where, P is the object point, and Q is an image point. R is the radius of the lens, f is the focal distance, o is the object distance and i is image distance. So, we can Fig. 7 The optical imaging system. Here, it is a optical imaging system and represent the principle of human eyes. When human focus on an object, only this one is clear, the surrounding objects become blurred. Because they are not projected onto retina (Q), but the region in the front of it.
In addition to this, there is the worse condition that the light away from lens will be mapped to a flat surface which has deviation with Q, observe surface form a fuzzy circle and the radius is r. It can present the focus level of image, the smaller r present, the closer image and focus flat surface. The relationship between r and ξ can be expressed as:r = ξR i
.Because of the diffraction effects of light and the idealistic lens imaging, the light intensity distribution of fuzzy circle can be expressed use two-dimensional gauss function:
Where,σ is the defocused parameters of model, q(x,y) is the point spread function. From the above describe, we get a conclusion that the longer distance r from final image to focal point, the fuzzier of the surrounding point.
When we look an object carefully, we will have a main sight direction, just like Fig.8(a) shows. The blue line is main direction which is defined by yaw and pitch angle, and other orange lines create a sight region. If we use weight value to present the important of sight light, we can set the weight of pixels in main line as 1, and weight of other direction will be compute by the follow equation:
Where,θ is the angle between main sight line and other one. f (θ) is the weight of other sight direction. When θ ≥ π 4 , we will give up these pixels and weight values of them are set as zero. We apply data driven markov chain monte carlo algorithm to segment this image, and the Fig.8 (b) is the segmentation image. We compute the weight sum of every region in every sight area, and find out the region with the maximum weight sum. But in this process, we find that some small regions also have large weights which are not the object we want. What we want is a big region human concerned. How to resolve this problem? We can use the follow function to judge the weights. Firstly, we need to find a pixel with biggest weight in biggest region. And then take it as a center point and use the follow function to judge weight of surrounding pixels.
We can explain the parameters through Fig.9 : Where P 0 is view point, the main sight direction is from P 0 to P 1 . P 1 is the focal pixel and P 2 is a pixel of other sight direction, P 3 is the pixel which corresponding of P 2 and in the same circle with P 1 . The distance between P 1 and P 2 is d. Here,d is not the straight line distance, instead, it is the sum of d 1 and d 2 .
After judging the weight of pixels, we should continue to accumulate the weight value, and then find out the area which has the maximum weight, that is the region human concerned. Fig. 9 The weight of surrounding points of center point. P 0 is eye, P 1 is the point of main direction with biggest weight. P 3 is a point which is in the same circle with P 1 . P 2 is corresponding point of P 3 which is in the other circle with P 3 . The distance between P 1 and P 3 is d 2 , distance between P 1 and P 2 is d 2 + d 1 . So the weight of P 3 is bigger than P 2 .
Experiments and results
Datasets
When we locate the main sight direction, we complete it with the help of yaw and pitch angle. In our experiment, two datasets have been used to learn them. They are CMU-PIE and IDIAP-HP. The first contains 68 people corresponding to 9 discretized yaw angles ([-90, 90 ] degrees). The dataset contains 4 subsets, and every set corresponding to different type of variations: expression, illumination, lighting and talking. The second contains 8 videos taken from meeting room and 15 videos from an office. The ground-truth is obtained for every people in each frame.
Here, we use a dataset which contains 200 videos to classify whether the human is concerning an object. We have two classes: positive and negative. For persons eyes, we have 3 situations and use label to present each conditions: label 0: people are looking the object; label 1: people are looking the object, but at least one of them has closed eyes; label 2: people are looking the object, but at least one of them has occluded eyes; label3: people are looking the object, but at least one of them is boss-eyed; label 4: They are looking different objects. Here, we treat first 4 situations as positive conditions and the last situation is a negative.
Face articulation judgment
Some frames in our dataset are local fuzzy. In the followed Fig.11 , we can see that three football players are clear, the other are fuzzy. When we want to detect humans face, we can ignore the audiences, and just detect out players faces. Our experiment applies cepstrum domain to determine the sharpness of the image. Because of logarithmic computation will be needed in cepstrum domain transform, so the signal attenuates quickly. For example, for the Fig.10 , after cepstrum domain transform, clear face decay fast and almost focuses on a small area around the center. It is just like Fig.10(a) through binarization. However, the highlight point of binarization cepstrum map of fuzzy image spread in the whole image (as Fig.10(b) and Fig.10(c) ).
In the binary cepstrum domain, the average energy of highlights E can be defined as follow:
Where,P(i, j) is the distance from point (i, j) to (i c , j c ) ,W(i, j) is the binary real cepstrum of (i, j) ,that is: Where,Cep (i, j) is cepstrum of (i, j) , T is binary threshold. We set that the value of T is 0.2. Under T determined, the more clear the image, the smaller the E. Here we set the value of E 0 = 0.01 , when E > E 0 , the face will be reserved, else will be abandoned. 
Examples
In our experiment, after we detect human and faces, we compute sight direction in yaw and pitch angle and weight the gaze direction in Eq.(18). And through verification, we know the accuracy is better than 75 percent and 89 percent for yaw and pitch. We adjust the weight with Eq. (19) and find out human concern region. From the above steps, we know that the accuracy of yaw has an important influent ion on final result. We select four TV videos to verify our algorithm, first two videos with complex background and the other without complex background. For each video, we choose 6 frames as the experimental results. From the experimental results, we can see that the target people concerned are detected clearly and accurately.
In terms of the first video, there are many audiences on the stands. When we detect faces of players, the faces of audience may be detected. In our experiment, we rule out the unfavorable factors by setting the threshold T and of cepstrum map. In the second video, we can see that the background is full of magazine, but our algorithm can detect out the target accurately. The results of third and forth videos are better too.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a method of detecting human concerned target in video. In the first place, we carry out video segment, according to weight to segment or merge clips. After that, we use HOG feature and SVM to classify human with different pose, and detect them out. On this basis, face detection and tracking is performed. In the process, we apply yaw and pitch angle to present sight direction, and then segment this frame, in line with the weight of sight to determine human concerned region. For the complex scenes, we do an articulation judgment and give up the irrelevant background, Fig. 12 Experimental results. From four groups of video frames, it can be seen that the concern object with red mark can be detected accurately. The first group is football, second is magazine, the third is a paper, and the final group is flower. and highlight the prospects. Experiments show that our method not only applicable to simple scenes, but also complex background scenes, and shows clear and accurate result.
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